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Abstract

This paper deals with the detection of truthfulness from the person’s thoughts and activities, this technique is particularly proposed in favour of judicial department to reduce their source and time delay for finishing the criminal affairs. For that the parameter used was sensing the Arrhythmia which is variation of heart beat at various situations. Any kind of thinking of human the heartbeat varies, this is due to variation of electrical impulses produced in part of the heart known as sinus node. During the investigation of an illicit person the electrical signal produced in sinus note varies according to various emotions like fear, truthfulness and lying etc., this variation is Arrhythmia that is observed and the signal value is determined with help of Non-Contact Heartbeat Detection, main advantage of this method is Heartbeat is monitored without the knowledge of that person. This is the main parameter which is considered for detection of truthfulness during investigation.
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1. Introduction

Due to the increase in crime rate the judicial department is unable to finish the cases within less time period some severe cases like terrorist attack, bomb blast and corruption activities took 10 to 20 years to find the solution. Indian judiciary would take 320 years to clear the backlog of 31.28 million cases pending in various courts including High courts in the country, Andhra Pradesh High Court judge Justice V.V.Rao said on March 6, 2010, 06.05pm IST. At the end of 2011 it is increased to 32 million cases according to the statement of pending cases on March 3, 2012. Delay is mainly happening due to the hiding of truth by the criminals, during the enquiries conducted by the CBI or enquiry commission. CBI took many years by using various methods for getting the true statement from the illicit persons. As a whole enquiry sector needs a technology which detects weather the person speaking truth or not. This paper gives the solution for this complex problem by detecting truth by an innovative approach. Arrhythmia employed as one of the parameter because when a person is trying to say false statement or hiding truth the heart beat and pulse change occurs (i.e.) increase in heart beat and pulse rate.

2. Arrhythmia as Parameter

Arrhythmia is Heart rate variability which is a physiological phenomenon where the time interval between heart beats varies. This variation in the heart beat occurs due to the Sinoatrial Node (SAN) which is responsible for heart’s electrical activity. It is located in the wall of the right atrium and it is referred as natural pacemaker of the heart [3]. The mammalian heart is accomplished by Pacemaker cells in the Sinoatrial Node region which generate electrical impulses or action potentials. The Sinoatrial Node receives several different inputs and the instantaneous heart rate and its variation is the results of these inputs. The inputs are various actions and emotions of the human such as exercising, running, sleeping, fear, laughing etc. During different activities various voltages are generated in sinus node, the voltage produced in sinus node is directly proportional to the heart beat [5]. So according to above statements it is possible to find out that whether the person is speaking and thinking truth or not, because whenever a person tries to lie during the enquiry his heart beat increases due to fear because, adrenaline glands produce more adrenaline thus elevating your heart rate [8].
3. Cause of fear while lying

Lying can cause many changes within human body, for example when we tell a lie, our heart rate and pulse increases. The scientific reason behind this was while telling lies our mind has to concentrate more, as a result hypertension, fear and stress increases. The Adrenal Glands are pair of glands present at the top of human kidney, that is responsible for responding fear and stresses, under normal unstressed conditions the human adrenal glands produce the equivalent of 35 to 40 mg of cortisone acetate per day, while responding to fear rapidly more Adrenaline was produced by Adrenaline Glands and so the heartbeat rate increases. This is the basic concept used in this paper for finding the truthiness during investigation of the judicial cases, the heartbeat of the person who is under enquiry is monitored continuously by Noncontact Heartbeat Monitoring technique [6].

4. Variation of heartbeat rate due to fear:

When a person is under the investigation is an illicit then in most of the situation they try to lie for escaping from law or to divert the case then, as referred above while lying the person will get into fear. Fear triggers the chemical adrenaline, which speeds up human heart [3]. The normal heartbeat rate varies according to different age groups shown in table 1 [13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Groups</th>
<th>Heartbeats Per Minute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New born baby</td>
<td>100 to 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 10</td>
<td>70 to 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 to 17</td>
<td>70 to 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>60 to 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults (During Exercise)</td>
<td>120 to 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athletes</td>
<td>40 to 70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above mentioned normal Heartbeat rate will be at rest and normal situations of a Human, under different situations and mentality the Heartbeat rate will varies and causes Arrhythmia. Especially during fear situations the Heartbeat will increases rapidly due to excess secretion of adrenaline, heart sound is in the audible range it is 20Hz to 80Hz [10]. By monitoring the heartbeat rate without knowledge of a person with the help of Non-Contact Heartbeat Detection technique the enquiry committee can easily identify the trustworthiness and immorality since it is impossible to control the secretion of Adrenaline which secretes very faster and make heart to pump more blood through blood vessels. The reference graph [11] has shown below shows the sudden increase of Heart rate during the fear period and also increases of Arterial Pressure and Body Temperature of Human. These types of graphs are observed during the period of enquiry.
5. Heartbeat Monitoring by Non-Contact technique

During investigation the Heart rate of the person to be enquired is continuously monitored to evaluate the fear, for that an efficient method is needed. The primary tool used for monitoring heartbeat in medical field is Electrocardiogram (ECG), other is pulse-oximeter that measures amount of oxygen in a Human’s blood. Additionally, the stethoscope is an acoustic tool that enables physicians to listen to heart sounds and breathing. In summary, all of these tools require a direct physical connection to the patient. But our proposed system needed a Non-Contact technique by which the Heart rate can be monitored without the knowledge of the person. So our proposed system using “Non-contact Estimation of Heartbeat and Respiration Rate using Ultra-Wideband Signals” that monitor cardiac and respiratory activities of human beings, without direct skin contact[1].

Figure 4. Shows Heart and Respiratory Rate Monitoring Using Non-Contact Method

Normally, Human Chest will displace during cardiac and respiratory activities, chest motion due to respiration is between 4 mm and 12 mm, whereas the chest displacement due to heartbeat alone is about 0.3 mm [2].

\[
\Delta \theta(t) = \frac{4\pi \Delta x(t)}{\lambda}
\]

A person’s chest has a periodic movement with no net velocity, and according to Doppler theory, reflects the transmitted signal with its phase modulated by the time-varying chest position. According to below equation, Phase variation \( \Delta \theta(t) \) of the reflected signal is directly proportional to the chest position \( \Delta x(t) \) that contains information about the movement caused by heartbeat and respiration, where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the transmitted waves[1].

Reason behind need for Non-Contact Technique is, the person under investigation should not aware of Heartbeat monitoring thus UWB technology could provide a continuous, Non-Contact Technique [4]. Wireless systems may be useful to share the monitored data with other systems and also stored data used as evidence in court. The basic components of a UWB sensing System includes a transmitter, a reflective target, a receiver, and a Signal Processor, in Medical applications frequency of UWB is limited to the 3.1 to 10.6GHz range[1]. The Transmitter generates streams of pulses of very short duration. Breathing activity will cause a Chest movement of about 10mm to 20mm during that period UWB radar signals will be reflected at every dielectric boundary, main reflection will occur at the Air-chest interface [12].

6. Heartbeat monitoring process during investigation

The person to be investigated as usual in a separate room. Transmitter and Receiver are made focus on target which is Human chest. The target can be located behind an obstruction such as a wall because UWB signals are capable of penetrating a variety of materials such as plastic, wood, rubber, dry soil, glass, and concrete [12]. The transmit antenna is connected to a pulser with a Pulse-Repetition Frequency (PRF) of 100 kHz which generates pulses with a width of 1 nanosecond [10]. The continuous pulse of signals reach Human target and reflects at Air-Chest interface, while Respiratory and Cardiac activity contraction and expansion will occurs. During stress situation the expansion and contraction will be more in Heart and so Chest displacement is faster than normal. Hence the phase of the reflected signal will be varying due to displacement of Human chest position. The reflected signals will have both respiratory and heart signals, in those cases the Digital Signal Processing is used to separate the small Heart Signal of 60 to 100 beats per minutes (1-2Hz) from the much larger Respiration Signal of 12 and 25 breaths per minute (0.2-0.4Hz) [12]. So while person under enquiry is hiding the truth means, the heart rate will raises due to fear and stress and using that Heart rate variation the enquiry committee can easily find their statement is not true.
7. Conclusion

This is an innovative theoretical approach that is proposed to aid for judicial department. Our proposed system will help to solve millions of pending cases quickly and reason behind that much of pending cases is lack of effective technique to assist, so our technique will support for finding the truth which is needed to solve a case. Using this method the Heartbeat and Arrhythmia can be monitored without the knowledge of the person under investigation, since we use Non-Contact Technique and the setup can also be placed behind the obstacles. Whenever human telling lies or hiding truth using the monitoring we can enquire them continuously until true statement comes. We hope our system will crack the complex cases such as bomb blast and terrorist attack, while those people try to divert the cases in such situations this technique can be assisted. The parameter used is human activity Arrhythmia and it cannot be controlled because it is activity of Glands, another advantage of this technique is that the monitored heart rate variation is used as evidence in court.
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